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Abstract
Shoe analysis is frequently used as part of forensic analysis. However, when time is
factored in, the wear of the sole and its features can be difficult. Here we present a method for
extracting the wear between two 3D scans of a single shoe after some amount of use, using
an iterative alignment process, in order to discover matching methods after a large amount
of wear. Initial processing transforms a Standard Triangle Language (stl) 3D object, into a
triangle mesh before alignment. Alignment between the two meshes is accomplished using
principal component analysis to initially align the mesh objects onto the same plane; followed
by an iterative closest point comparison, to align via a landmark of the maximum depth of the
sole. The landmarks are chosen based off of points in the specific brand that are unlikely to be
worn, such as the arch or indented designs. After alignment, surface differences are measured
and compared, in order to define wear. This method has been used to successfully compare
wear in a variety of brands including Nike, Adidas, and Sony for wear patterns from new up to
8 months old. The methods presented here allows for more accurate wear analysis which can
help the forensic community match shoe print analysis, even after wear.
KEY WORDS: 3D alignment, Wear Detection, Shoe Analysis
1 Background
Shoe impressions are often left at crime scenes. In an ideal investigation, an impression left at
the scene of the crime is matched to the suspect’s shoe, placing them at the scene. However, it is
not always that easy. An additional problem when dealing with shoes in the forensic discipline is
shoes wear over time. When time elapses between the crime and recovery of the shoe, this process
may be more difficult: identifying marks may have worn away, or new marks may have been
acquired due to additional wear. With the very little research in statistics on wear and establishing a
connection between wear and the matching processes [1, 2], there is still relatively little supporting
data characterizing the wear process over time. When defining wear of a shoe, there are two
different classes of characteristics that may show wear. Class characteristics are characteristics
that result from the manufacturing of a particular shoe, such as physical size, design, and mold
characteristics. Identifying characteristics are ”unpredictable” characteristics that result from wear
on the sole—such as rocks, thumb tacks, or tape—or marks on the outsole caused by cuts, nicks,
gouges, and scratches [3]. If enough wear has occurred, even class characteristics may change, or
be obstructed.
In order to understand the changes to an outsole of a shoe that may occur during the wear
process, it is necessary to collect longitudinal data from across the shoe’s lifetime. These studies
are needed to establish statistical models for shoe wear patterns and accumulated damage. In order
to analyze data collected from these studies, it is imperative to develop a statistical pipeline to align
and compare successive 3D scans over time. Manual alignment methods are time consuming, and
do not scale effectively to large studies, because it is necessary to align hundreds of scans, observed
at multiple time points, before any statistical analysis or modeling can be performed. To practically
use longitudinal studies, the best approach is to develop statistical tools, to provide a pipeline in
which to align and analyze two shoe scans.
Similar problems in other disciplines Alignment of 3D images, especially in R, is common
in the study of paleontology and anthropology. Fossils are often found in pieces or are slightly
deformed. The inclusion of such distorted specimens in morphometric1 analyses could bias the
results. Using 3D modeling techniques, anthropologists can virtually restore the distorted pieces
of a bone, using the R package Morpho [4]. Using anatomical landmarks, this package specifies
correspondence between two landmarks, and is able to reasonably estimate the deformed areas of
fossils. Using this idea of alignment, we were able to set up a data pipeline to align two scans at
two different points in time.
Our research develops a statistical pipeline to assist in aligning 3D scans of two shoes (taken at
different points in time). These aligned shoes can then serve as input to algorithms assessing wear
patterns and damage accumulation. In this paper, we will work through the process we achieved
to set up a pipeline that takes two standard triangle language (stl) shoes scanned from a EinPro
Scanner to aligned mesh objects. Shoes were scanned 6 times over an 8 month period of time,
while undergoing actual wear, using the same scanner in the same position. During the scanning
process, the upper aspects of the shoe, other than the sole were removed. We then centered and
transformed the stl files into a triangle mesh object. Then using R, we transformed the mesh objects
into a matrix of points. Once we had a matrix, we applied principal component analysis to initially
align the two shoes. Then we applied a secondary alignment through iterative closest point, with
100 iterations. After alignment, we discovered that shoes nearest in time to each other have the
best alignment, while shoes that were not cropped as efficiently lead to inferior alignment results.
Our pipeline for alignment was applied to each scan compared to all other time points, setting up
future analysis on determining a quantitative description of wear.
2 The Data
In order to establish these ideas, shoes were scanned in a longitudinal shoe study2. To set a pipeline
up, size 10 Men’s Saucony Kinvara athletic shoes we used as a test subject. Using a turntable and
the EinScan Pro Plus scanner, a scanner with accuracy up to 0.04mm within a distance of 18 inches
from the scanner itself. This scanner uses a fixed scan with 15 coded targets to scan a given shoe,
at a light intensity of 3 out of 12. Shoes were angled using sand, to ensure the full outsole was
captured (as seen in the first image of figure 2). Once a scan was captured, all excess parts of
the shoe, such as the laces and the cloth of the shoe, were cropped off electronically. This was
done to eliminate extra information that may have impeded alignment, such as background points,
which the scanner captured. The scans were recorded as unweighted objects, in which holes,i.e
areas where the light from the scanner could not penetrate, up to .1mm were filled. The initial
1Morphmetric is the process of measuring the external shape and dimensions of landforms, living organisms, or
other objects.
2For 180 subjects, shoes were first scanned before supplied to subjects, then subsequently scanned at regular
intervals of approximately 3 months. Along with the scans themselves, other information was captured, such as
weight, amount of steps, where the shoes were worn, etc. The first of the scans were accomplished using a hand
scanning method, in which the a scanner was swept across the sole in order to capture the features. The last of the
longitudinal scans were captured using the same scanner, but using a fixed scan process with a turntable. These
different scanning methods lead to very different qualities of scans that were produced.
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scans were recorded as Standard Triangle Language (stl) 3D objects. The stl format describes only
the surface geometry of a three-dimensional object without any representation of color, texture or
other common model attributes. These attributes of this file type make stl files particularity useful
in CAD software programs and 3D printing.
For our test scans, the Saucony shoes, were scanned 6 times over an 9 month period, with the
first scan in June, 2019 and the last scan in March, 2020. The shoes were worn on a regular basis
by the participant, figure 1.
Figure 1: Photo of the original shoe before wear has occurred, and the same shoe after it had been worn,
showing the wear and the change in curvature.
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3 The Process
Figure 2: The processes of shoe alignment: First a scan is taken using a 3D scanner. Through processing
(a) the excess material is cut off. The cleaned stl files are changed into a triangle mesh object (b), in order
to manipulate in R. In order to use statistical alignment algorithms, the mesh object are turned into a point
cloud (c), using the vertices. The scans are then aligned (d), first using principal component analysis, then
refined using iterative closest point.
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3.1 Initial Processing
After we captured the data, as seen in part a of figure 2, the first step we performed in processing
the shoes was to transform these stl files into a file that is compatible with the software. Using
the package rgl [5], we transformed the original stl object into a mesh object, as seen in step b of
figure 2. A triangle mesh object is a polygon mesh that comprises a set of triangles connected by
their common edges and which shares similar vertices in order to define the shape of an object.
The different parts of a mesh object as are as follows:
Figure 3: The decomposition of a mesh object.
A vertex is a position along, with other information such as color, normal vector and texture
coordinates. Two vertices connected by a straight line become an edge. Three vertices, connected
to each other by three edges, define a triangle. This is the simplest polygon in Euclidean space; thus
allowing for the most flexibility in an object. These triangles are faces of an object. A collection
of faces is a polygon; a collection of polygons makes up a surface, which in turn defines an object.
However, this process arbitrarily applies an axes to the shoes.
The first step in our alignment process was to make the original shoe and worn shoes share a
similar point in space. The mesh objects were centered at (0,0,0), using the barycenter of the mesh
3D object, i.e. the shoe. The barycenter of an object is the center of mass of that object, that is, the
point where the weighted relative position of the distributed mass sums to zero, mathematically
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represented by:
Center of mass =
∑n
i=1 ximi∑n
i=1mi
(1)
Where mi is mass of a point in an object and xi is the position of that point. This puts all shoes
in the same subspace of R3, as seen in figure 4.
(a) The first scan of the test shoe, that has
been transformed into a mesh object but is
un-centered
(b) Two different scans of the same shoe, at
different time points, both centered using the
barycenter as the (0,0,0) point.
Figure 4: Mesh objects before alignment
Alignment tools use matrices of points, defining a rotation matrix. Our mesh object is an object
of small surfaces compiled to make a larger object. The next step before we implemented any type
of alignment tool was to transform our small surfaces into points, without edges, as seen in step c
of figure 2. Vertices of a triangle mesh object were extracted and mapped onto a x,y,z coordinate
plane (figure 5). This allowed the information concerning the location of each vertex to be held
in a Nxp matrix. Using this matrix of points, rather than the mesh object, we applied statistical
algorithms to the shoe, beginning the alignment process.
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Figure 5: The blue shoe in figure 4, transformed into a point cloud based on the vertices of the triangle
faces composing the mesh object.
3.2 Alignment
Initial Alignment: First we completed initial alignment in order to get iterative shoe scans onto the
same horizontal plane. Initial alignment was accomplish employing principal component analysis.
Principal component analysis is based on the idea of singular value decomposition. If the N × p
matrix X has rank r, then it has singular value decomposition of XN×p = UN×rDr×rV ′r×p, whereU
has orthonormal columns spanning the column space of X, V has orthonormal columns spanning
the column space ofX′ andD is a diagonal matrix of singular values. The columns ofV are called
principal component directions in <3. Furthermore, the 〈xi ,vj〉 are principal components of xi, or
weights. These principal components are the underlying structure in the data, and giving a vector
of directions where there is the most variability.
Figure 6: Principal component variables explained [6]
In the case of our shoes, the first principal component is the length of the shoe, the largest source
of variability. This first principal component direction is the same for every set of shoes. After
principal component analysis, the length of the shoe centers at 0 on the x axis. The second principal
component then will be the width of the shoe; the height would be the third. This alignment
algorithm puts all shoes on the same plane. We applied the principal components of a matrix,
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in this case the matrix of vertices from the shoe, using the function prcom [7]. We extracted the
rotation matrix used to put the shoe into its principal component axis, and applied it to a mesh
object, hereby aligning the mesh objects on to the same plane, as seen in step (d) of figure 2.
Figure 7: Principal component rotation applied to two shoes, scan 1 and scan 3.
While this algorithm aligns the shoes to be centered on the same plane, it does not align the
shoes directionally, as seen in figure 7. To change the direction, we multiplied a diagonal matrix
of 1s and -1 in a given to align the shoes, i.e on of the following rows of the matrix.
1 1 1
−1 1 1
1 −1 1
1 1 −1
1 −1 −1
−1 1 −1
−1 −1 1
−1 −1 −1

(2)
Applying one of the given rows to the post principal component transformed mesh object, we
initially aligned two shoes. Because a distance measurement is hard to define with surfaces,
we cannot use a root mean squared error minimization to choose which of these rows is the
optimal choice. Manually looking through each calculation individually, then plotting the shoes,
we determined which is the correct mixtures of 1s and -1 to correctly match the shoe’s corresponding
pair, as seen in figure 9. This alignment process does a good job of getting the shoes close to each
other in terms of alignment. However, secondary alignment is necessary.
.
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Figure 8: The royal blue shoe is the blue shoe in figure 6. Each different color of shoe corresponds to a
different row of the matrix (2).
Figure 9: The correct rotation matrix applied to the second shoe, from two different angles.
Secondary Alignment:
When it comes to secondary alignment, there are a variety of different ideas used. Part of the
issue is the areas that need to be aligned do not exist on the next iterative shoe, because they have
been worn away. To start our secondary alignment, we used an iterative closest point algorithm.
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Straight Iterative Closest Point(ICP): The ICP algorithm registers two sets of points, A and B
composed respectively of points from XA and XB, in this case the Nx3 matrices of points. Setting
a particular point as a reference, the algorithm pairs each point of XA with the corresponding point
on XB. Using these points a transformation is applied to XB. This is done iteratively until the
error, (e) is minimized for each i = 1, ..., B iteration specified. The algorithm can be summarized
as follows [8]:
1. For each point xk in scan XA find the corresponding point yk in scan XB such that the
distance between xk and all of the points in XB is minimized, i.e.:
yk(xk) = arg min
y∈XB
d(xk, y) (3)
2. Assign each tuple (xk, yk) a weight wk as the inverse distance between the points of the
tuple.
wk = d(xk, yk)
−1
3. Compute the transformation consisting of rotation R ∈ R3x3 and translation t ∈ R3 that
minimizes the weighted least squares problem:
e(R, t) =
∑
XA
wk||Rxk + t− yk||2. (4)
4. Apply the transformation found in step 3 to XA:
X ′A = RXA + t
5. Repeat 1-5 until number of iterations is up, or until the error is below a set threshold,
replacing XA with X ′A in step 1.
We applied iterative closest point to two scans at different time points, using an iteration number of
100, with the function icp in R3, using scan 1 as XB and the worn scan as XA. Although iterative
closest point can be accomplished without principal component analysis, by using already partially
aligned shoes, our iterative closest point algorithm is more accurate after initial alignment.
.
3This function is a simplification of the function icp in the package mesheR by Stefan Schlager, the author of
Morpho[9]
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Figure 10: 100 iterations of iterative closest point algorithm applied to our post PC aligned shoes. There is
still a little error in the toes of the shoe, where the most wear has occurred.
4 Example: shoe at time points X and Y
We have explained this process of alignment using the first scan compared to the third scan. As
an example of the process in more detail, we preformed the alignment process with each scan
comparing it to all other time point scans (figure 11,12 and 13). The scans that are closest together
in time have the best alignment to each other, because there is less change in the wear of the shoe.
Scan 4, yellow, has excess information in the side of the shoe. Since it is more information than
the rest of the scan, it is pulling the other scans higher on that side. Scan 6, the shoe with the most
wear, actually aligns the cleanest with all other scans other than scan 4, with the best alignment
being between scan 5 and scan 6. 4 This makes sense. The more worn a shoe is the less variation
there is in the height of the wear, giving the algorithm a more consistent surface.
4Scan dates are as follows: Scan 1: June 3rd 2019, Scan 2: June 18th 2018, Scan 3: July 2nd 2019, Scan 4: August
30th 2109, Scan 5: November 7th 2019 and Scan 6: March 6th 2020
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 11: Scan 1(red) with each scan of the shoe through time, (a) scan 2 (blue), (b) scan 3 (green), (c)
scan 4 (yellow), (d) scan 5 (orange) and (e) scan 6 (violet)
5 Discussion and Future Work
As see from alignment, there is an underlying issue that occurs when attempting to align two shoes:
the areas that need alignment are not consistent at each iteration. Due to the way we pre-processed
the shoes, the only elements of the shoes that were retained during initial scans were the soles.
However the sole is ever changing, leading to lack of consistency from scan to scan. In order to
rectify this problem, more of the shoe, such as the whole of the rubber sole, must be scanned.
This would provide a designated landmark in which to align every shoe. The goal of this research
is to measure the wear of a shoe. Without a point of the shoe that does not change to align, all
the methods above only work to a certain extent. For example, principal component centers the
variability in each direction. While this is consistent in the length (x) and width (y) of the shoe,
the z direction, or the height of the wear, changes. Thus the center changes as well. Due to an
ever changing center, the shoe alignment is not based on the same points throughout the process.
Our goal is to measure that difference in variation, but our algorithm only looks at each scan
independently, changing the place that is chosen as the center.
Another drawback to our initial alignment is that the implementation of principal component
analysis is based on the point cloud of the given shoe. When a mesh object is composed, triangle
faces are chosen arbitrarily; hence the vertices used to compose the point cloud are not consistent
from scan to scan. As a result, the points cannot be compared to each other.
Another issue that needs to be addressed in future studies is the general curve of a shoe.
Overtime, shoes curve to their wearers foot; thus, changing the shape of the shoe, which in turn
makes the alignment process more difficult. Originally shoes are relatively flat. However with
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 12: Scan 2(blue) with each scan of the shoe through time, (a) scan 3 (green), (b) scan 4 (yellow), (c)
scan 5(Orange) and (d) scan 6 (violet)
repeated wear a shoe begins to curve at the toes and heal due to the motion of a step. When
aligning a shoe, this creates the problem of establishing the difference between wear and curvature
changes. In order to rectify this during the scanning process, we need to hold the shoe in the same
position from the inside, keeping the scans consistent other than due to the wear itself. Throughout
the process of setting up a pipe line, we have used one shoe, the left Saucony Kinvara. The method
of alignment should work for other shoes; however, in this alignment process the quality of the
shoe must remain the same. Our process deals with the entire sole of the shoe. While this is a
limitation of our process, it gives a starting point for future studies dealing with lower quality, and
missing information, in scans.
Our next step in this analysis is to characterize and quantify the wear of the shoe. In order
to achieve this, we need to define a distance metric that measures the distance between surfaces,
rather than just points. Once we have a distance metric, using the longitudinal shoe study, we then
need to identify the relationship between wear and pressure point data obtained using a pressure
matt. This relationship can also include the other information obtained in the longitudinal study.
In summary, the processes of alignment of 3D objects begins from the data itself. Using a
3D scanner, stl files of the soles of a shoe worn over time were captured. We transformed these
stl files into mesh 3D objects and centered them using the barycenter, to be analyzed in R. In
order to perform statistical analysis, the vertices of the mesh objects were extracted to form a
matrix of points. Initial alignment was rendered using principal component analysis. The principal
component rotation matrix was multiplied by a diagonal matrix of±1s, then applied to the centered
mesh object. After our initial alignment, we used a secondary alignment tool of iterative closest
point, to align the with more accuracy. With our alignment, we are now able to continue the work
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 13: The final pairings of each shoe scan,green being scan 3, yellow scan 4, orange scan 5 and violet
scan 6.
on describing the wear between shoes after a given amount of time, answering the question: ”How
do you describe wear?”
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A Source Code
All codes an analysis can be found in the package shoe3D, found on github at: https://
github.com/srvanderplas/shoe3d
Packages used for this analysis include:
• rgl[5]:3D Visualization Using OpenGL: Provides medium to high level functions for 3D
interactive graphics, including functions modelled on base graphics (plot3d(), etc.) as well
as functions for constructing representations of geometric objects
• Morpho[4]: Calculations and Visualisations Related to Geometric Morphometrics: A toolset
for Geometric Morphometrics and mesh processing. This includes mesh deformations based
on reference points, permutation tests, detection of outliers, processing of sliding semi-landmarks
and semi-automated surface landmark placement.
• stats: R statistical functions: This package contains functions for statistical calculations and
random number generation.
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